
Meeting No 39 

Minutes of Holland Park Surgery Walsall Patients’ Representative Group 

Thursday 28th February 2019 at 12 noon 

Att: Chairman; Jeff Powell, Christine Bladon, Jill Morgan, Brian Stringer, Alan 

Morgan, Ken Reynolds, John Carver, Sarah Mycock, Heidi Hewitt, Greg Bloom, 

Maggie Bennett, Eric Windsor.  

Apologies: Lesley Bloxham, Estelle Powell, Lilian Addis, Diane Jones and Dr M 

Stevens. 

 Minutes of last meeting. 

Minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed. PRG Meeting minutes 6th 

December 2018.  

 

1. Matters Arising 

 The New Hub is working well and you can now book appointments up to 8 

days in advance. 

 There is still a problem with patients booking appointments and not 

turning up GB explained to the group that patients have up to 7 DNA’s 

(did not attend) before any action can be taken by the practice. 

 

2.  Practice Manager Update 
  

 GB informed the group that we have full capacity of doctors, Dr M Stevens 
is not available for as many appointments at the moment due to being 

occupied with other matters within the practice. 
 The practice has now been re-allocated the APMS contract for the next 5 

years but has had to accept a decrease in the budget. On the plus side for 

the patients the practice will be open on Thursday afternoon from 1st April 
2020. 

 Also GB informed the group of a new member of staff-Rob Nelson, to help 
with the home visits which at the moment take up a lot of the doctors 
time.  90% of nursing homes in the area are covered by our surgery. He 

is a paramedic and will join the practice as a Home visiting practitioner, 
our surgery is the first in the area to free up the doctors in this way. 

 GB also mentioned the flu jabs for this year will only be one injection for 
all and HH stated order had already been put in. 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

3.  Suggestion Box  
There were no suggestions in the box or given to members of staff since the last    

meeting.  

 

 

4. Telephone Update          

The telephone system has received no complaints this time so everything seems to 

be working correctly now.    

 JC informed the group he has problem with receiving calls from the surgery 

due to his call minding service because the surgery’s number is withheld. HH 

will look into this for him.          

  

5. Patient Satisfaction Survey Update 

JP updated the group that the survey had been a success and well received and 

asked JC how he wanted to progress with the new survey he is working on. JP 

suggested a working group and JC and JM volunteered, JP suggested that maybe 

LA (in her absence) and HH. The group can then decide the correct amount of 

people needed for next survey and the new layout and questions ready to present 

to the group. JC suggested maybe having graduated boxes.    

         

6.  Macmillan Coffee Morning 

HH told the group about Libby Hall (Reception) being the Cancer Champion which is 

a new idea to help people and their families with all kinds of help and information 

following a diagnosis of cancer. LH will organise a Macmillan coffee morning and will 

Liaise with Diane Jones for room availability. SM volunteered to make some cakes 

when needed. 

 

7. New Layout Newsletter 

HH presented the group with a new layout we could potentially use for the 

newsletter.JP decided to keep to our layout for now. JP and BS will organise a date 

to meet with HH and SM to draft the next newsletter. 

 

8.  Any other business 

BS asked again if the info on the television screen in reception could be slowed 

down HH stated it had already been slowed down. If it is there is something they 

feel they have missed, reception can look at the slide on the computer and give 

them the information. 

 

Date of next meeting – Thursday 2nd May 2019 @ 12 noon. 

 

 

 

 



 


